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★ Co-creation, co-design and prototyping
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Co-Creation

Is the collaborative development of new value

(concepts, solutions, products, and services)

together with experts and stakeholders. Co-

creation is a form of collaborative innovation:

ideas are shared and improved together,

rather than kept to oneself.

Co-Design

Is an approach to design attempting to actively

involve all stakeholders in the design process

to help ensure the result meets their needs

and is usable. Co-design involves shared

decision making – everyone taking part has an

equal level of power and consists of people

with the relevant skills and experience coming

together to create a tangible product or

service.

Prototyping

Is an experimental process where co-design

teams implement ideas into tangible products or

services. Teams build prototypes of varying

degrees of fidelity to capture design concepts

and test on users. With prototypes you can refine

and validate your designs, so your

product/service is right for your end user(s).



★ What is co-creation

Co-Creation is a process by which new ideas and
solutions are developed collaboratively with
different members of the community and key
stakeholders with the emphasis on building a
joint response to a challenge for which there is no
defined answer.

Generating purely new ideas is important from an
innovative perspective. However, all balanced
portfolios should have new ideas, adapted ideas
and existing projects that are interconnected to
them. This is what we call a PEOPLE POWERED
PORTFOLIO.
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★ Why is important? 

If a Power People Portfolio is only built on
already existing initiatives, the capacity to
have a systemic impact will be limited.
Therefore, co-creation allows to adapt the
ongoing initiatives in the area but also to
create new prototypes that will be added to
the portfolio.
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Community actions: These are grassroots initiatives (projects, pilots, and prototypes) linked to improving social cohesion and local
agency. These initiatives do not necessarily have a sustainable business model, but they are essential to empower local communities
and surface narratives of change.

Small and medium Scale: These interventions take the form of a Start-up or even a larger business with a sustainable business model.
They generate employment. In food production, commercialization, transportation, markets, etc.

Large scale actions: These are initiatives that bring together public authorities and businesses to set up large scale programs. Their
business model usually combines public investment and commercial activity.

Service: A comprehensive and balanced portfolio on interconnected initiatives normally include the redesigning of existing government-
led services in education, health, transport, citizen participation etc.

Regulation: All the above-mentioned categories might fail if the existing regulation has no capacity to be adapted to the emerging
social, business and technology changes. If a law is a barrier/enabler for some of the identified opportunities, we would add it to the
experimentation target list. Interesting examples look at the fishery regulations, health regulations, and the circular economy.

For systemic impact we must consider at least 5 different levels of intervention:



People Powered Portfolios
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★ How does co-creation interact with other SIP elements? 
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Crossed analysis  

From the deep listening process and narrative analysis, we
segmented the information in all its diversity of opinions and
perceptions and created personas / assumptions) . These
personas were validated during the collective interpretation
sessions with diverse actors from the public sector, private sector,
international agencies, and civil society.

Crossing the existing initiatives from the mapping exercise and
the initial narrative patterns from the listening exercise allows us
to identify the existing gaps in the area and start creating the
people centered portfolio.



Preparation: 

The co-creation process is initiated with the information

obtained from the deep listening process, collective

interpretation sessions, and analysis of the existing

initiatives operating in the area (identified gaps). The shared

values, opportunities and new ideas, even barriers, that

have emerged from these processes must be developed and

specified.

1- List of ideas: These are the ideas that could be considered for the process of co-

creating new prototypes at these 5 levels of intervention that respond to the existing
gaps. If some ideas are poorly defined, assumptions can be made, so that these are
further explored and contrasted by stakeholders in co-creation sessions.

2- Thematic groups: These ideas are grouped according to thematic similarity.

Each context is different, yet there are some cross-cutting areas that will ideally form
part of a portfolio

3- A working group is established for each thematic group. To do this, we will

make a preliminary mapping of the stakeholders who could potentially be interested in
exploring each thematic area. These stakeholders are the ones we will be inviting to the

co-creation sessions by thematic areas.

4 Visualtization >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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★ TOOLS 

To generate ideas:

Design question

The theme or groups of ideas are used to pose a general
question.
b) Rather than trying to answer the question, the
working group must propose other ways of asking
questions about the same theme.
c) Once the process is complete, 3 of these new
questions are chosen to be used in the next
brainstorming session.

Ex: How might community-based tourism could be
improved? How might we engage youth in fishery and
agriculture? How is it possible to achieve better rights for
home-based workers?

Ex : How is the best way to manage the industrial waste?
How might the landfill area could be improved? How
might the transportation could be improved?



★ USEFUL TIPS: TOOL IDEAS

★ Brainstorming:

The purpose of brainstorming is intended to
generate specific ideas in a structured way,
after having identified a specific challenge or
need. It is an open process in which all ideas
are welcome.

1- Place the design question or challenge in
the center of the matrix.

2- Reflect for three or four minutes on an idea
based on the design question in the centre of
the matrix. Write down the idea on a post-it
and place it on one of the matrix’s empty
squares.

3- After reflecting on the first idea, the whole

group should read the ideas that have

emerged and develop them or generate other

new ideas – adapting the previous ideas or

writing other new ideas. This process is

repeated until each matrix is complete.



★ USEFUL TIPS: TOOL IDEAS

★ Concept poster:

In the conceptual design processes, we go from
working with a large number of ideas to grouping them
together to move in a single direction. The concept
poster is the first step in making those ideas more
specific.

Title: Developing community based tourism/
Commercialization of agriculture/ Developing
diversification of crops/ Providing waste management
system in rural areas/ Improving the public transport



Shared Experienced 
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• Have you ever  done/participate at any co-creation session? 
Please share your experience

• From this presentation, what could be incorporate in your process/ approaches/ methodologies?

• What are the challenges  you faced when implementing a co-creation process?
• What have you learnt?  



What is co-design?

Co-design is the process by which new ideas emerged from
the co-creation process are developed and specified. It
involves shared decision making – everyone taking part has
an equal level of power and consists of people with the
relevant skills and experience coming together to create a
tangible product or service.
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What is prototyping?

Testing of new ideas. Is an experimental process where co-

design teams implement ideas into tangible products or

services. Teams build prototypes of varying degrees of fidelity to

capture design concepts and test on users. With prototypes you

can refine and validate your designs, so your product/service is

right for your end user(s).



Opportunities and challenges 

of Co-design 
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Opportunities

- Groups and individuals who do not

normally have a voice, may become

included

- The various stakeholders can acquire

greater responsibility in the different

phases of the project/prototype

development process.

- Form links and connections with

people/ stakeholders you never

worked before

Challenges 

- Size complexity: large number of

stakeholders and design actors

- Communication complexity

- Cultural and knowledge differences

- Power relations

- Collaborative design projects are very

specific and most of actors do not have

experience in opening themselves in

collaboration



★Co-design and prototyping

essential tools









★UNDP SIP- Hushe Valley 

Pakistan shared experience on 
prototyping 



★ Prototype 1 ★ Prototype 2 ★ Prototype 3 

Women Handicrafts                                     

Large Scale

Development of local artisanal products. Create market
linkages with international and national private sector
partners to improve market access and to secure contracts
for the sustainability of the women's cooperative society.
Ternua - a Spanish mountain clothing brand – is interested in
place an order of 1965 caps in its next winter collection,
which will be made by women from the cooperative society
Hushe Valley in Pakistan.

Value addition to local products 
Apricot oil

Large scale   

The process of oil extraction from annual apricot produce
in Hushe Valley. Imago- a Spanish Michelin star
restaurant/ food company has placed an order of 5000
(120 ml, 200 ml & 1000 ml) bottles of apricot oil as an
experimental case to support the farmers in the valley.

Tunnel Farming   

Community level

At the beginning of November 2021, 8 agricultural tunnels
were installed in different villages in the Hushe Valley. The
families were provided with hybrid seeds (in
collaboration with the Department of Agriculture) of
green leafy vegetables:




